
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

Kiran Phanidhar Baireddy – Year 6 
In just over two years, Kiran, 11, has finished the Kumon English Programme. The avid reader admits to having 
some difficulties along the way but his determination to further his learning has given him a great advantage both 
now and into the future. “I benefited from studying Kumon because it has enormously helped me in my school 
learning. School has gradually become easier and it has also benefited me by preparing me for high school 
education,” he said. 
 
Kiran enrolled in the Kumon English Programme when he was 9-years-old. “I initially had trouble looking for that 
deeper information which is used to critique texts but I overcame it by showing perseverance, taking advice from 
the examples and by listening to my Instructor who helped me when it mattered and stayed with me every step of 
the way,” he said. 
 
While Kiran’s determination can not be underestimated, the support from his parents to maintain his home study 
routine has been invaluable. “The main thing that motivated me was that my parents told me it would be nice to 
finish the programme and that I could do it and in the process, it gave me a lot of confidence,” he explained. 
 
His advice for other Kumon students is simple: “I would like to tell my fellow Kumon students that completing the 
Kumon programmes is possible with discipline, dedication, patience and perseverance. This is exactly how I 
finished the Kumon English Programme,” he said. Kiran recently achieved entry into the Year 7 Select Entry 
Learning Programme (SELP) without any other tutoring and he will soon complete the Kumon Maths Programme. 
 
Comments from Point Cook’s Instructor: Devani 
 
I feel so blessed having Kiran study at my Centre. Nurturing him towards completing both the English and Maths 
programmes has been quite easy as Kiran is such a disciplined and motivated student. He developed a great 
foundation in the early levels of study and took on board all the advice my staff and I offered him to develop 
excellent work and study skills, mainly independent learning skills.  
Kiran is also blessed with the support of his wonderful parents. They shared with me that their assistance with the 
learning material was minimal; however they are always so committed to his learning, waiting patiently for him 
whilst he studies at the Centre and always picking homework up for him on the days that he is unable to attend.  
I am so proud of Kiran and the independent learner he has become. I can’t wait for him to complete the Kumon 
Maths Programme later this year. 


